Follow-up of breast lesions detected by MRI not biopsied due to absent enhancement of contrast medium.
Our objective was to follow-up patients in whom scheduled MR-guided vacuum biopsies for suspicious lesions were aborted due to absent enhancement of contrast medium. Thirty-seven of 291 scheduled MR-guided vacuum biopsies were aborted. Six cases were lost to follow-up. Two could be unequivocally identified and were nevertheless biopsied. In 25 of 29 patients absent enhancement was confirmed on subsequent studies without compression. Varying hormonal or inflammatory changes between initial MRI and MR-guided vacuum biopsy most probably explain the findings. Enhancement re-appeared on short-term follow-up <6 months without compression in 4 of the 29 patients. Too strong compression during MR-guided vacuum biopsy explains the absence of enhancement in these patients. Of note, on histology, three of these cases proved malignant. We conclude that short-term follow-up without compression is necessary and recommended for all lesions not visible during scheduled MR-guided vacuum biopsy.